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Mapping Out
Our Future

What changes lie ahead for our membership,
and how will they affect you?

Road Map of 2010: Gonna’ Get Busy!
As we close out 2009 and move forward into the new year, our
union will focus on many new initiatives intended to better serve
our membership. As I am
writing this article, many of
these initiatives are already in
the planning stages. For this
issue of the Voice of 555,
several of our board members
have written articles covering
the new initiatives you can
expect to see this year. Allow
me to offer a brief summary of
what we have in store…

Covered Work
Arbitration Application
The first item on the road map
for 2010 is to apply the
covered work arbitration to all
classifications in our contract. Interps of how the arbitration
decision applies to ramp, operations, and provisioning have
been completed and published in 2009. The interps for the
freight classification are now complete, and should be posted in
freight facilities and can also be found in the new publication of
the Contract Work Rule Interpretations. If you have any
questions about the covered work application for freight agents,
or any other classification, please contact your station
representative and he or she will get you the clarification you
need.
Charles Cerf
TWU 555 President

As we move collectively forward with the new contract language
and the arbitration ruling, I ask for your continued diligence by
enforcing these changes to make this a cornerstone for job
protection in our future.

New Districts
By now, most of you have seen the new district alignment,
which is intended to better serve our members by having more
representatives in the field and adding more district
representatives to work on the increased grievance load.

Station Meetings
The next change you will see is membership meetings in your
station. You will first receive a notice of the meeting’s date and
times, along with instructions on how to place an item or items
on the agenda. Then, in the days prior to the meeting, an
agenda will be distributed. This will be a great opportunity to
meet your elected officers and get information about a variety of
issues and share ideas. It will also improve dialogue between
the membership and the TWU Local 555 board.

Negotiating Committee Selection
The culmination of the election process will seat the new Local
Executive Board on May 1st. Once their training is completed,
we will begin the process of assembling our new negotiating
committee and a team of professional specialists.
Yes, I know what you’re thinking….contract negotiations
already!? On or about June 30, 2011, contract negotiations
begin. This will be the third round of bargaining since our TWU
charter was granted on November 1, 1996. I am proud to say

Our Own Appointed to TWU Int’l Vice President!
At the most recent TWU Int’l conference in Hollywood, FL, three officers from three different TWU locals were appointed to positions on (or
promoted within) the International’s group of leaders. Chuck Cerf’s appointment is a testament to 555’s membership: the most productive, still
growing, and holder of an industry leading contract!
From L-R: Harry Lombardo, International Executive Vice President; John Conley, Air Transport Division Director (appointed to Administrative
Vice President); Susan Resch, Administrative Vice President; Charles Cerf, President TWU Local 555 (promoted from Int’l Executive Council to
Int’l Vice President); James C. Little, International President; Darrin Pierce, President TWU Local 513 (appointed to Int’l Executive Council);
Joseph C. Gordon, International Secretary-Treasurer; Jeffrey L. Brooks, Sr. Administrative Assistant to the International President
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that long before the ink was dry on our current contract, your
local board was focusing on a long-term plan to ensure that
proper funding is in reserve to procure our next industry-leading
contract. Once again, it will not be easy, but with the
membership’s support, a prepared negotiating committee and
support from the International and the executive officers, and
our team of specialized professionals, we will in the end have a
new contract that will recognize our contribution to the continued
success of Southwest Airlines.
I would like to encourage each member to read the article in the
newsletter written by Kevin Carney, who was a member of our
last negotiating committee. Kevin sheds light on many aspects
of the selection process, as well as the commitment it takes.

Giving Back: Community Service
Our Fall Community Service Project may sound easy, but in
order for it to be successful it must be a team effort. Our
members are always giving back to the areas they live in by
spending their earnings on goods and services. These types of
contributions normally fall under the radar of the public. When
the public hears about us through one type of media or another,
it is usually about the union members wanting more money or
even better benefits. With the right kinds of community service
projects, the public and our members will see our union as part
of the community that gives back and volunteers to help those
that are less fortunate. This is a vision that we must see through
together, not only for own futures but for the futures of those
who surround us.
Fraternally,
Charles Cerf

Time For Giving Back
I have had cause to reflect on my union commitment and
service over the last few months. During this time I tried to put in
perspective what I do as a
labor advocate.
What is the union? It is a band
of workers that are joined
together for a common cause,
whose purpose is to improve
the quality of life and working
conditions in which our
members toil. We are here to
ensure fairness, equality and
consistency by our
representation. Representation
is just not filing grievances on
behalf of the membership. It is
also about counseling,
Jerry McCrummen
mentoring and advising the
Vice President
member on whether he has a
“gripe” or a grievance. If it is determined that the agent has a
grievance then we are duty-bound to process the grievance if
the member so desires. If it is a gripe we are charged to listen
and let the agent vent. If we do that, it possibly will defuse the
issue before it becomes problematic for the company and the
member.
Representation is not just the filing of the grievance. It is also
about speaking for the membership during negotiations,
negotiating safer working conditions, better pay and increased
benefits for our members.
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The union
does not just
process
grievances.
I would
venture an
educated
guess that
only 25% of
our
membership
has ever filed
a grievance.
That would
leave the
other 75%
possibly wondering why they need a union. If you have ever
done a shift trade, you have utilized a negotiated benefit, a
benefit that has been challenged by the company, in one way or
another, for the last few negotiations. If you have ever utilized
salary continuation or sick leave, these are negotiated benefits.
These are the obvious examples of labor advocacy, the most
visible.
The local is also a member of the communities in which we live.
The public’s perception does not always place the union in a
good light. The misconception by some of the public is that we
are selfish, greedy and constant complainers; this generally
happens around negotiation time. We need the empathy and
understanding of the general public during those difficult times,
so we need to alter any flawed opinions or misconceived
notions.
This local is not an island unto itself. This is an area in which
our local has made a commitment and taken steps to improve.
Many of our members have been active in their communities,
churches and children’s schools. Our membership in LIT started
a successful coat drive to benefit area families. We have had
members of our local volunteer at local food pantries. Local 556
has sponsored a toy drive every year at Christmas for the
communities where they are based. These are just a few of the
examples where our members give of their talents, time and
efforts.
There are many more that I have not brought up, but I would
like to call attention to one that has a special place in my heart. I
would like to bring up a project that is ongoing at this time, the
Wounded Warrior Project. This project is one where we are
collecting donations of clothing, toiletries, DVD’s, phone cards,
socks and various other essentials (yes, even money) for the
men and women that have served us by protecting our freedom
and been injured in the process. These articles are being
distributed to the patients at Walter Reed Medical Center. This
worthy humanitarian effort needs your help and involvement. If
you would like to get involved in this project please contact your
station representative or myself; your participation will be
welcome and beneficial. “Please, Brothers and Sisters, let’s
never forget our Warriors-No Matter What!”
Expect to see more announcements from your union of
community service opportunities popping up in the future. One
that is in the works already is a system wide fall coat drive. Our
brothers and sisters from the LIT station led a tremendously
successful coat drive for a local elementary school last winter.
This amazing act of kindness from a small segment of our
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TWU LOCAL 555
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Now is the time to apply for this year’s annual TWU 555
Scholarship!
ELIGIBILITY
1. Must be a graduating senior who will attend an accredited
college, university or vocational school in the following fall
term or
2. Must be a current student in an accredited college,
university or vocational school continuing classes in the
following fall term and
3. Must be a Local 555 member continuing education or
whose parent or guardian is a Local 555 member. (Current
L.E.B. members and families are not eligible.)
SELECTION PROCESS
A random drawing will be held for each district (according to
the new eight district map, taking effect May 1st) where the
applicant’s parent or guardian lives or, in the case of a
current member, the district where he/she lives. One winner
will be selected, from each district, of the verified
applications, for a scholarship in the amount of $1000.00.
Scholarships will be awarded in June.
RULES
TWU Local 555 will verify the eligibility of each applicant in
the respective districts. This scholarship is available to high
school seniors who are continuing on to college or vocational
school full time, full time college or vocational students, full
time graduate students, and TWU members (whether full or
part time students). Full time is defined as 12 credit hours.
One winner will be selected from each district and the
amount of $1000.00 will be paid directly to the college,
university or school that the winner actually attends. If tuition
is covered by other scholarship monies, payment will be
made directly to the winner.
The applicant must provide verification of enrollment to a
college, university or vocational school. The scholarships will
be paid once enrollment is confirmed.
DEADLINE
The application
must be presented
to the Local 555
union office by May
31st, of the year in
which the applicant
is applying for fall
scholarship and
must be verified by
the Recording
Secretary.
Please don’t
hesitate...apply
immediately!

membership has influenced us to take this idea system wide.
More details to come…

Remedying Unfair Labor Practices
I need to update the membership of a decision that was handed
down by the federal courts. In late 2006 there were several
grievances and DOL complaints that were filed due to the
company’s practice of taking more than eight hours in a day if
you were scheduled in excess of eight and then utilized FMLA.
The practice caused these agents to run out prior to their
earning it back.
Initially, this practice sounds right and fair…it would have been,
if they gave us credit for the extra hours that we worked and
allowed us to have more than 40 hours per week. The company
awarded the grievances. Shortly after the third grievance,
however, SWA informed me that they no longer cared what the
DOL said: they were not going to honor the DOL’s
interpretation. “Do what you have to do“, was their reply.
I petitioned the board for the funds to sue SWA in federal court,
initially a $10,000 commitment. Amye Thompson (Leave
Specialist), Ed Cloutman (our labor attorney) and I formed a
team to bring suit against SWA in order to protect our
membership. In January of 2007, the lawsuit was filed in federal
court. Two and a half long years and $150,000 later the courts
ruled that the way SWA was applying the hours was in violation
and a misapplication of the law and entered a judgment in favor
of the union.
We were able to work through the court’s difficult decision with
SWA to implement the very method that we sought prior to the
lawsuit. We also recouped all of our legal fees. It resulted in the
reinstatement of two agents, with full back pay, that had been
terminated due to the company’s practice. The company and
the union agreed that we would immediately review the
attendance terminations from January 2005 to present and
apply the court’s decision. We agreed that all attendance
calendars going forward would be reviewed when and if they
reach the termination level. The attendance will be fixed at that
time.
Here are the two requirements that must be met to benefit by
the lawsuit decision…
1. The agent must have used more than 8 hours of FMLA in
a day, and
2. The agent must have run out of FMLA because of the
company’s actions.

Has Management Asked You to Write an Irreg?
We have noticed in system boards and arbitrations lately that
the company is only presenting those irregularities that support
their position or decision. There have been irregularities written
by other agents, at the request of the company, which have not
been used or given to the union. If you are asked or decide to
write an irregularity, please make a copy and forward it to the
union office, so we get the entire picture.
Thanks for your time and I would like to leave you with this
thought: Benjamin Franklin wrote, “The man who does things
makes mistakes, but he never makes the biggest mistake of alldoing nothing.” God bless and protect each other.
Fraternally,
jerry.mccrummen@twu555.org
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Adventurers Wanted
Individuals wanted who are willing to work long hours with no
set schedule. Must be self motivated. Travel required. No prior
experience necessary—
training provided. Applicants
must be willing to freely speak
their opinion and know when to
keep it to themselves. Survival
is not guaranteed. Okay,
maybe that last one was
overdoing it, but once again it
is time to look for members
willing and able to serve on the
TWU Negotiating Committee.
If it seems as if we just ratified
the current contract a year
ago, we did. And in less than a
year we will need to have a
Kevin Carney
District 5 Representative negotiating committee in place
again, as our current contract
becomes amendable on July 1, 2011. The previous contract had
a duration of seven years; this contract is only for three years.
So have you given any thought to being on the negotiating
committee? Now is the time to start thinking about it.

Ask not what your union can do for you. Ask
what you can do for your union.
A contract negotiation is perhaps the only thing a union does
that has an effect on every member of a union every day.
Whether it is pay, attendance, vacation, bidding for days off or
retirement, the contract is directly involved with not only a
member’s quality of life, but his or her family’s as well. That is
the reason it is important for each member to consider
becoming involved. For the past negotiation, there were 28
applicants and approximately 6,500 members at the time. We
now have 7,500 members. It is imperative that we put together
the best committee we can to negotiate our next contract. Any
member in good standing can be on the negotiating committee.
One of the things that has changed from the last negotiations is
the depth of our institutional memory. At the beginning of the
last negotiations on January 15, 2008, only about 50% of the
members had been working at Southwest Airlines when the
prior contract was signed on June 14, 2001.
Right now, nearly 90% of the Union was here
when this contract was ratified on March 27,
2009. Last time, people could say, “I don’t
know what’s involved” or “I’ve never been
through negotiations before”. Those excuses
won’t hold water this time. Now most of the
membership has been through the process
involved either at the station level or beyond.

Other than that, Mrs. Lincoln, how
did you enjoy the play?
What is involved in becoming a member of
the negotiating committee? The arduous
process of selecting members of the
negotiating committee begins with a notice to
the membership letting everyone know that
now is the time to submit a letter of interest
along with a resume. After that, the Local
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President, Charles Cerf, and the International Vice President,
Garry Drummond, will interview each applicant. Finalists
selected from those interviewed will give a presentation and
participate in a second interview with the Local Executive Board.
The LEB will recommend a committee to the President. After the
committee is finalized, training will begin.
You should look for notification about submitting the letter of
interest and resume mid- to late summer of this year. Interviews
will probably take place around September with the committee
being established by the end of this year and training to start
early in 2011.
I would recommend that anyone who is interested begin their
contemplation now. First and foremost, do you want to be on the
negotiating committee? You can plan on devoting about two
years if you are selected for the committee. From a practical
stand point, look at the travel involved. Negotiations will
probably take place in Dallas. How long does it take you to get
to Dallas? Negotiating sessions are normally two to three days a
week. If the next negotiating session with the company is
scheduled for Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday you will need
to be in Dallas by mid-morning Monday for a committee meeting
and possibly another committee meeting on Friday, which
means if you live more than a short hop from Dallas, you’ll need
to leave your house Sunday and may not get home until late
Friday or even Saturday. I do not say this to scare you, but to let
you know what is involved.
Dallas will not be your only destination. The negotiating
committee will also make station visits. You will be traveling to
various stations, answering questions about the contract and
about the process and listening to the members. It is, after all,
the membership’s contract.
How familiar are you with the contract? Everyone, not just those
thinking about being on the negotiating committee, should be
familiar with the language in the contract. Everyone received a
copy of the contract prior to ratification to read before they cast
their ratification vote. Get your contract out and read through it.
What do you like and what do you not like? What changes do
you think should be made? Let me dispel any thought you have
that by being on the negotiating committee you can change
anything in the contract. Case in point: I wanted to make some
minor changes to Article 24, but made no headway whatsoever
on those changes. Keep in mind that you will have a say, but it
is the membership that gives you the direction.
Finally, ask your co-workers if they think you
should be on the negotiating committee.
These are the people who see you day in and
day out, know your work habits and will
hopefully be brutally honest with their
assessment of you.

Give a man a fish you, have fed
him for today. Teach a man to fish,
and he’ll end up getting his feet
wet.
The negotiation process can seem long and
tedious for everyone. If you are selected to be
on the committee it will require a commitment
from you of your time and energy. You will
receive training on the entire process, not only
the day to day items such as writing or
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evaluating proposals but also how to handle yourself at the
negotiating table, how to conduct surveys, and what happens
when the process slows down. Eventually it will come down to
the simplest and hardest question, do we put this out to the
membership?
Even though not everyone can be selected to be on the
negotiating committee, I hope we have many, many applicants.
And if you are not selected, please remember that there are
other ways to be involved. We will need members in each
station to help keep the membership informed and to stay
motivated until we ratify the new contract.
Noli sinere te ab improbis opprimi.
kevin.carney@twu555.org

Is It Lunch Time Yet?
One of the benefits of the new contract is the awarding of
punitive damages for either late lunch or no lunch at all. Article
6.1.B states…
Should an Employee not be
scheduled a meal period during the
third, fourth, or fifth hour, he/she
will be paid time and one half their
regular hourly rate of pay for the
(30) minute meal period and will
receive an uninterrupted meal
period.

Robert “Wolfie” Bettinger
District 4 Representative

Should an Employee not be
permitted a meal period at all,
he/she will then be paid .5
hours overtime and two (2)
hours straight time pay in
addition to their regular pay.

I was not on the negotiating
team; however, I was told by
some of the negotiators that the reason for this language is
because the company wanted employees to receive a lunch and
that it should only be an extreme situation when an agent
cannot get a lunch. It is unfortunate that management in some
stations does not seem to believe it is a priority for agents to
receive a lunch.
A recent violation lead me to make a phone call to a station
MRO about the importance of agents getting lunches, and he
replied that it would depend on operational need. So, I
attempted to call the station manager about the problem, but
she was out to lunch. My next call was to the station director,
but guess what? He
was out to lunch too.
Local 555 members
work hard and
deserve a lunch break
and union and
company leaders
have agreed on this.
If you do not receive
your lunch break
according to the
contract, notify your
station representative.
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Also, if it is not an
isolated incident, we
need to make sure
that SWA leaders at
headquarters aware of
what is going on, so
please document the
incidents for your
station representative,
or call me directly at
214-289-8226. We
hear a lot about
accountability these
days and it applies to
management as well.
On another note, I would like to take the time to recognize HOU
TWU ramp reps for an outstanding fundraising effort for their
annual picnic. Thanks to HOU Ramp Rep Gilbert Perez,
Alternate Reps Richard Mondelli, Adrian Valle, Chris McBee,
George Thornburgh, Alternate District Rep Patti Adams and
HOU TWU member Arevalo Edwardo for an exceptional job
cooking and serving over 60 slabs of ribs, plus a couple
hundred pounds of chicken, sausage and all the other fixings to
raise money for this worthy cause. These gentlemen stayed up
all night cooking for the event as well as spending the entire
following day serving the food, all with little or no sleep. (They
did it on their own time.) Patti Adams and I helped the day of the
event and it made me very proud to see my fellow union
members supporting this worthy cause. The date and time of the
picnic will be posted as soon as all the details are worked out.
robert.bettinger@twu555.org

What a Difference 5 Years Can Make
I celebrated five years of working for TWU Local 555 in
February. I have witnessed continued growth in awareness,
knowledge and understanding
with regard to agents and the
various leaves of absence.
Union officers, district reps,
station reps, as well as other
union committees can refer
agents to me for a prompt and
certain answer. Although a lot
of union leaders are wellversed in FMLA and Workers
Compensation policies, it
usually takes a bit more effort
and time to answer some of
the other questions that usually
arise when a leave of absence
Amye L. Thompson
question is asked.
Leave Specialist
Union representatives can rest
assured when they refer a member to me that they will receive
the most accurate and up to date information that I can provide.
The stations I have visited have workers rights articles posted
and can effectively communicate their rights to station
supervisors and administrators. If nothing else, they know that
there is an advocate in the union office that they can call on if
an answer cannot be successfully answered in the station.
I have seen several changes take place both recently and over
the last 5 years that continue to have me sharpening my leave
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HOUstoners hold a cookout to raise money
for their annual TWU HOU Picnic, which has
become their established tradition.

HOU RampAgent Edwardo Arevalo cooking it up.

HOU Alt Rep Richard Mondelli, elected Ramp Rep
Gilbert Perez and Edwardo Arevalo

Alt Rep George Thornburgh

specialist tools and remaining (and becoming) more aware of
the field of labor relations and the laws that influence it.
I have seen states like Minnesota and Maryland adopt laws that
benefit our agents in ways those not living in those states
wouldn’t believe. These benefits are similar to those heard of in
California, Tennessee, Oregon and Washington. The exercise of
these benefits in the stations has required some delicate
communication and arrangement because lawmakers
apparently did not know the extent to which companies would
try to go to in order to influence the use of the benefit and to
what length they would go to prohibit and deter usage.
I have seen the end of the 5% rule that unfairly held agents in
double jeopardy for absences. No one was sad to see the end
of the 5% rule with the signing of the most current collective
bargaining agreement.
I have seen the agent head count increase from just over 6,000
to, now, right around 7,400 agents protected by Local 555. With
the opening of new stations and the repeal of local legislation
like the Wright Amendment, agents are being hired and stations
are growing and the workload continues to increase as
Southwest successfully jockeys for more of the market share for
cheaply transporting passengers and their bags. It is indeed,
“on,” as the changes in Southwest Airlines leadership continue
to change the culture of the once fun-loving, family like
organization to a company that cares more about the bottom
line than the front-line employees.
I have seen the signing of our most recent collective bargaining
agreement, the one that guarantees eight weeks of restricted
duty for anyone, men and women alike, who suffer an injury or
illness that is not work related. This is a huge benefit to the
women who work right along-side men in a heavy lifting
environment. Among the many differences our working women
must bear, the one that really needs protecting is their right to
become pregnant and safely carry that child and remain in the
workplace as long as safely possible. This new guaranteed eight
week transitional duty is a huge benefit to the men and women
who lead such active lifestyles that may find themselves in a
pick-up game or on a motorbike on any given weekend.
I have seen the offering of supplemental insurance to workers
who have paid into Southwest Airlines Long-Term Disability plan
only to find that its benefits are sub-par at best. The insurance
world is ever-changing as well and what you have may not be
perfect, but it sure beats having nothing at all. I can personally
attest to the unforgiving nature of the insurance arena.

Richard Mondelli and wife, an SWA flt attendant and member of TWU 556

I have seen the coming and going of many elected and
appointed union representatives and there is one thing I can say
without hesitation or apology: this local is passionate about what
matters to its members. A dedication to hard work, equality and
fairness across the board for everyone are characteristics that
come to mind when I think of the union representatives that I
have had the pleasure of working closely with. This is one thing
I honestly hope never changes.
This is an article written straight from the heart of a union
advocate hired off the street to assist and help the baggage
handlers, provisioning and ops agents for Southwest Airlines. If
you have specific questions regarding family medical leave,
workers compensation or other leaves of absence please do not
hesitate to contact me.

HOU Alt Adrian Valle in the background cooking, TWU Alt Dist
Rep Patti Adams and HOU Alt Rep Chris McBee serving food
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a.thompson@twu555.org
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Unlikely Heroes
January 3rd was taking shape like any other day on the TPA ramp.
Little did everyone know that this was going to be an
extraordinary day for some. At
around the 11 o’clock hour ramp
service agents Jim Odgers and
Rich Derby were sent out to go
work an unscheduled turn off of
their assigned gate. Rich got up in
the aft cargo hold and unloaded it
and waited for his upload. As Ramp
Sup Donny Colgan was about to
load the bags to Rich, he noticed
that Jim Odgers had fallen while
pulling a cart of bags to the belt
loader. Donny immediately ran over
to Jim. Rich, upon seeing Donny
run over to Jim, immediately
Mike Cernosek
jumped out of the cargo hold and
District 1 Representative headed over to Jim as well.
When Rich got to Jim, he noticed that Jim’s face was an ashen and
blue color. From Rich’s first aid training in the military, he checked to
see if Jim was breathing and if he had a pulse. Observing neither,
Rich immediately began chest compressions. Ramp Sup Mark Lovell
and Ops Sup Chris Scangarello performed mouth to mouth
resuscitation. Ramp Sup Nui Ahquin arrived shortly thereafter and
relieved Rich performing chest compressions. Chris Scangarello,
who also was trained in first aid, handed Rich his pocket knife with
scissors and told Rich to get Jims shirt open to prep the leads of the
portable defibrillator. The TPA police arrived on site to assist with the
TPA paramedics soon after them.
The paramedics, using their defibrillator, apparently got Jim back
and transported him to a nearby hospital. Jim was taken into ICU
where things were touch and go for a couple of days. The doctors at
the hospital used a procedure where they administer cold fluids to
lower Jim’s body core temperature. After a couple of days, when the
doctors began raising his body temperature, Jim starting coming out
of it and a short time later became conscious. He continued to
improve and was released from the hospital a few days later. It was
remarked by the medical staff that if it had not been for the actions
of these men, it could have been a different outcome. On behalf of
the 555 Local Executive Board, I would like to thank Brother Richard
Derby as well as Ramp Sups Donny Colgan, Nui Ahquin and Mark
Lovell and Ops Sup Chris Scangarello for their actions in saving the
life of their comrade Jim Odgers. Although they don’t want the label,
they are truly heroes.
A Call to Action
On Saturday, February 27, my alternate Brian Wistling and I
attended a rally in Titusville, Florida to show our support for our
brothers and sisters at Local 525. These people along with others at
the Kennedy Space Center stand in danger of losing their jobs due
to the ending of the space shuttle program and the cancellation of
the Constellation manned space program. In all 6,000 to 10,000
people and their families could be affected, which could make the
town of Titusville a virtual ghost town. The cancellation of this
program could also affect contracted jobs nationwide. International
Vice-President Harry Lombardo, as well as Air Transport Director
John Conley, were in attendance as well as key members of the
AFL-CIO including President Richard Trumpka, who spoke at the
event. Even though the Constellation program was cancelled due to
the President’s budget cuts there is still time to make your voices
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heard, as these cuts still have to be approved by Congress.
Please contact your Congressman and Senator and ask them
not to cut the Constellation program. Thousands of working
families are depending on it.
mike.cernosek@twu555.org

Lessons From ELP
SWA has established safety as priority one for our great
company, and I certainly agree with and applaud this direction.
Safety should and must be
important to all of us.
A few months ago I visited
ELP to attend a funeral of
one of our ops agents, Nick
Andreadakis. The funeral was very
well attended. In fact, it was like a
reunion for many former ELP
employees.

Injuries Cause Pain &
Suffering
Here is where I want to emphasize
safety. I had not seen many of my
Jesse Soto
ex-coworkers in a while, but it did
Recording Secretary,
not surprise me to hear of health
Safety & Health Advisor
issues many were dealing with.
Most of these health issues were work related. Some suffer from
chronic pain in muscles and joints. I was not surprised because back
pain, shoulder pain, leg pain, pain of the knees, hands, and elbows
is very common among ramp, provo, and ground ops employees.
ELP, like many of our stations, is a senior station where the
employees have demonstrated time and again the “Warrior Spirit”
and “Get It Done” attitude. I am very proud of them, but it is
disturbing to see the reality that our members live as a result of the
physical nature of our jobs. Injuries happen. Accidents happen. We
work in a hazardous work environment. This environment naturally
takes its toll on our bodies.
Consider that when we get injured we can’t pick up overtime. We
collect a 40 hour paycheck for a short time, but many of us cannot
survive on 40 hours alone. That is why so many people do shift
trades and so many people sign the OT callout book. So, when we
are injured we suffer with pain and we also feel the pain of lost
income. That is why I believe safety is priority one and each of us
individually and collectively must make safety our top priority.
Why? Because when we work safe we contribute positively to
Southwest.
Why? Because by working
safe we help reduce
accidents and injuries.
When we reduce accidents
and injuries—we reduce
pain and suffering.

Working Safe Saves
Money
One of the best ways to
increase profits is to cut
expenses. Just think, if we
can cut that $76 million (lost
time and medical costs
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spent in 2008) by 50%, we would
save $38 million!
Now consider if we also cut down
on accidents. Less damaged
equipment means less costs to fix
equipment. The longer our tugs,
belt loaders, push backs, trucks
and other equipment is kept in
good running order it adds up in
savings on maintenance. The
bottom line is that when we put
safety as priority one, by abiding
by the safety rules, we help our
company save money; and not just
pennies—big dollars!

applications for these scholarships. (See scholarship ad in this
newsletter.) One thousand dollars may come in really handy to cover
costs associated with attending college or a vocational school. The
deadline is May 31, 2010.
The recording secretary keeps our membership records, reports on
members out on leave, ensures that all dues are collected, handles
recalls, conducts an introduction of the union to new hire employees,
and keeps an accurate record of LEB meeting proceedings. It is
early in the year and I have been busy with many activities involving
these duties.
One duty that is not pleasant to deal with is handling a recall of a
local station rep. Our TWU 555 Local bylaws allow a recall by a 2/3
majority of the active membership of the station, or of the particular
classification, when the elected rep specifically serves ramp, ops or
provisioning.

Southwest says safety is priority one. Be sure safety is your top
priority. Work safe. It is good for your company, your family and
yourself.

I have been contacted by a couple of stations requesting information
on how to conduct a recall. We have had one recall go through the
entire process this year.

Sometimes We Need An Additional Wing Walker

By the time this newsletter is circulated our union elections will be
concluded. With that said, I thank all of you who took the time and
energy to vote on these important elections.

Consider that the most expensive fixes are for aircraft damage.
Unfortunately we have had too many accidents where aircraft are
struck by equipment. Here recently we have had accidents involving
wing tips damaging or being damaged by another aircraft. Often
times, these accidents occurred while being pushed or towed to a
remote area or another gate. We cannot and must not take chances
with our aircraft.
There will be times when a pushback or a remote will require an
additional wing walker. This is especially true when the push or tow
requires multiple turns (S-turns) or tight turns pushing or towing next
to other aircraft where the obstructed view of the pushback
driver changes. If this is the case, request another wing walker.
Please don’t put yourself in a position to have an accident. You men
and women who have been in this situation know what I mean. If
you feel uneasy about the push or tow, consider what is causing the
uneasiness. If it is a fear of striking something (i.e. another aircraft,
hangar, equipment) then request another wing walker!
Weather, such as fog, rain, snow or other inclement weather may
cause your visibility to be limited. And, if the push or tow requires
multiple turns through congested areas, by all means request a
second wing walker. This may take a bit more time and a second
wing walker requires that you notify the flight crew that you are doing
a three-man push, but it is the safe thing to do under these
conditions. A few extra minutes cost much less than the cost to fix a
winglet or an APU.
We must be clear: two wing walkers may be necessary if the
conditions warrant the need. Low visibility, pushing/towing with
multiple turns through congested areas is a high risk
condition. Don’t settle for “there is no one else here to
help us”. The alternative is playing with a very expensive
piece of equipment that we all depend on to keep our
operations running. When an aircraft is out of service
revenue is lost, and our customers are not served as they
should be. Do the right thing. Work safe. If the situation
calls for it, request a second wing walker.

Recording Secretary
In May of this year, the union will expand our operations
into eight districts. I am pleased to announce that we will
expand our TWU 555 Scholarships to match the eight new
districts. So, please do not delay to send in your
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God bless you all,
jesse.soto@twu555.org
Prologue: Covered work, do we really understand just how important it is to
our job security? I know a lot of us feel that it only makes our job harder
because it takes some of the little help we do have away, and it’s not worth
the trouble. That’s exactly what the company wants us to think…

A Tale of Two Stations
This is a story of two stations that are similar in size. City A has 90
flights a day, and City B has 88 flights a day. City A has 120
rampers on staff and City B has 98.
Management at City A was always
slamming their rampers by asking
them how come City B, which has
only 2 flights less, can do the same
job with 22 less people. Basically,
telling them that City B must be
working harder because City B can
do the same amount of work as
them with 22 fewer people. The
prognosis: they must be doing
something wrong in City A.
The rampers at City A, who have
always taken pride in their work,
racked their brains trying to figure
Greg Puriski
out how City B could do the same
Education Committee
amount of work with 22 less
rampers. They both work the same amount of flights at their gates,
both stations have one bag runner and pretty much the same
amount of people at t-point, so what are they doing different? Are
they better workers at City B than City A? At least that’s what
management at City A thought. How about their flight schedules?
Were they different? Well, that may have a little to do with it but it
certainly doesn’t justify a 22 person difference.
So what can it be? The rampers in City A wanted to know, because
they knew they were busting their asses every day, getting
mandatoried all the time, but they always seem to be short handed!
So how the hell can this be happening when they have 22 more
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people than City B?
Then one day the district rep from their union was in town for a
station visit so the members brought it to his attention. They
were really frustrated by the scenario, and they knew that City B
was also in his jurisdiction, so maybe he might have some
insight as to the reason why.
He listened to their questions and just smiled. Then he started
to explain to them that in Station A he gets at least two covered
work grievances a week from them, and at station B he hasn’t
received one covered work grievance in the last three months!
The supervisors are doing a lot more of the work in City B than
in City A. He said that when he goes to Station B it’s common to
see two sups working one end of a plane by themselves, or a
sup dumping the lavs. He explained that just those three job
duties being performed by supervisors alone can add up to five
or more rampers being on staff.
So why am I telling you this story (which is true by the way), if
you haven’t already figured it out?
It’s simple, really. Covered work rules are in our contract to
protect our jobs, not make them harder, like a lot of people
might think, or to take the company down.
Is it easier to have supervisors load one end of an airplane
while we load the other end? Of course it is. But wouldn’t it be
just as easy to have union brothers and sisters helping with the
flight instead of supervisors? And wouldn’t you rather have 22
more people below you in seniority then you have now?
So remember, we don’t file covered work grievances just to put
free money in our pockets, we file them to protect our jobs. If all
the supervisors stopped doing our jobs system wide, the
company wouldn’t have any choice but to hire more people,
which is good for all of us, and for the economy!
So if you are at a station that does not enforce the covered work
rule start enforcing it now! We need it to be enforced in every
station (instead of only 10 stations) because the job you protect
might be your own.
education@twu555.org

Real Membership Meetings
One of the unique challenges imposed on a union that spans
the entire United States is that of communication: providing
adequate lines of
communication between
members and the union
leadership, as well as between
the members themselves.
Because our district reps can
often be 500-700 miles away
from the members they serve,
we have relied heavily on more
impersonal, albeit necessary,
forms of contact (cell phones,
texting, emails, fax, etc.) to
stay in touch.
As effective as these tools can
be in keeping the lines open
Mike Davis
District 6 Representative between elected officers and
their constituents, they are but
a mere substitute for open, face-to-face conversation. Our
membership has spoken, and time and again many have
expressed a desire for their elected leaders to be at their
stations, to talk with them and hear their concerns in person.
It is for this reason, as well as a few others of a more practical
nature, that beginning May 1st, when all eight district rep
positions begin a new three year term, district reps will begin
holding regular station meetings.
Rather than just the traditional drop-ins, your district reps will
begin planning formal membership meetings throughout their
districts. A couple characteristics that make these meetings
unique from what many have done in the past include…
1 The meetings will be held on a regular basis.
2. The meetings will be planned out ahead of time, with
announcements posted well in advance.
3. The meetings will be subject to a pre-planned agenda,
which will be worked out between the district rep, station rep
and station membership ahead of time.

“Assisting” is a good thing!
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This may seem like a bold new move on the part of TWU555. In
reality, this is how most of the unions in America function. Most
unions hold regular meeting, complete with agenda, motions,
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resolutions, minutes, etc. The only difference is that they have a
union hall where their members gather. With 66 different work
areas across the U.S., having a union hall is a little less than
practical; however, it doesn’t mean your union leadership can’t
come to you, instead.
After May 1, expect to see scheduled union meetings. And hold
your leadership to it. Our membership wants it, and they
deserve it. It is with actions like these that we return to what a
union really is—grass roots style!

putting your job in your own hands. I just want our members to
use wisdom so no one gets hurt or loses a job. .
Now, in ending, be safe work safe and enjoy the beautiful
spring weather that is to come. Baseball is in the air and
everyone enjoy their favorite team. But no team is like my team.
Go Chicago White Sox! And God bless all the members of TWU
Local 555.
juan.cordova@twu555.org

Why 8 Districts?

Fraternally,
mike.davis@twu555.org

Booze & Voting
As always I want to thank God for keeping me and giving me
the strength to do my job for that last three years. Without him I
could do nothing.
Our local is going to have two
new district reps to better serve
the members. As of may
1st,they will be sitting on our
L.E.B., voting on key contract
issues, system board issues,
arbitration issues, financial
issues and many more that can
affect you and the rest of the
members. Also reelections will
be coming up for every district.
So when you are deciding for
whom to vote for make the
best possible choice for who
Juan Cordova
District 2 Representative you believe in your district will
represent you and your district
the best. Have discussions in the break room about the
candidates and encourage every member to vote. So vote, vote,
vote and when you do, vote loud!
Your district rep will have to attend L.E.B. and staff meetings at
least six times a year (we averaged nine the last two years), as
required in the local’s bylaws. These meetings are usually held
in DAL. His job will also call him to visit your city. As with the
new districts I believe this makes it better for these station visits.
He also has to balance in his calls from all his reps, grievants,
managers at headquarters and many other phone calls. He or
she has to schedule system boards and/or arbitrations if they go
forward. He flies around a lot and lives on the road away from
his home. And this is the tip of the iceberg, so if you are a
grievant try to get your reps the most information about your
case so he or she can represent you the best to his or her
abilities. Being a district rep has its many challenges, so do your
part and police our contract, protect our members and our jobs.
He or she will be your voice of what needs to be heard in your
district.
Now I am going to beat my drum again on attendance. When it
comes to your attendance you are in control of your own
destiny. I also want to inform the members to be smart when it
comes to you going out and having a good time the night before
work. If you are drinking or having some drinks or know you are
going to be at a party , try to get the next day off. Please don’t
drink or come to work smelling like alcohol. Your destiny is in
your hands when it comes to your job. Don’t put yourself at risk
or others if you had a few drinks. If you have alcohol in your
blood and the company asks you to take a breath test you are
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As you may have heard or read about in the last newsletter,
your union’s Local Executive Board made a decision to redistrict
and add two more district reps.
Some may ask why. Let me try
to explain.
Our election cycle for officers is
every three years. This year
the election will be for district
reps, vice president and
recording secretary. If you
remember last year, about this
time of the year, you were
voting for your station reps, the
local‘s president and treasurer.
These various officer positions
are up for election at different
years so that we would never
Mark Waters
District 3 Representative have all new board members
at one time, as would be the
case if all officer elections were held at one time.
So, why eight instead of six? Well, in the last three years the
volume of grievances has grown tremendously. We have had a
huge increase in system boards and arbitrations. In my opinion
labor relations at Southwest Airlines has never been in such
terrible shape. Our Local Executive Board realized that we
either had to add staff members to the office or to the executive
board to fight the increasing amount of grievances our
membership has been filling due to the new culture and new
way of doing business here at Southwest.
This issue came up during two executive board meetings last
October and November. Much discussion ensued on how we
needed to deal with this issue, and after every board member
voiced his ideas and opinions we determined that we would add
two additional districts, instead of increasing the number of
office staff, with our local. This would bring the number of cities
and members down for each district starting May 1st when the
new district reps take
office. In turn, our
district reps will have
fewer cities and more
time to devote to
really important
cases.

New District
Alternate
Last newsletter I told
you about my
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The Space Between Word & Deed, Part Tre:
“Okay, For Real...The Joke’s Over Already!”
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“as efficient as you
possibly can”
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“we’re going to hunker down”
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1.6 MGR OF MATERIALS MDW
1.11 STA MGR TPA
1.12 RAMP SUP BHM
1.12 STAFFING LEADER MDW
1.13 CS SUP AUS
1.22 RAMP SUP ABQ
1.22 CENTER ADMIN COORDINATOR
MDW
1.22 TEAM LEADER MDW
1.25 RAMP SUP RNO
1.25 TEAM LEADER ABQ
1.27 RAMP SUP OAK
1.27 RAMP SUP MDW
2.5 PROVO SUP LAX
2.8 RAMP SUP SEA
2.8 CS SUP SEA
2.12 CS SUP BOS
2.12 RAMP SUP ECP
2.12 OPS SUP ECP
2.12 CS SUP ECP
2.15 CS SUP HOU
2.15 CUST SUPPORT & SERVICES TEAM
LEADER HOU
2.15 CS SUP LGA
2.15 STAFFING LEADER HRC
2.16 MGR POWERPLANTS
ENGINEERING DMX
2.16 PROVOMGR HOU
2.16 RAMP SUP SEA
2.16 ADMIN STAFFING COORDINATOR
OKC
2.19 AREA CARGO MGR BNA
2.22 CS SUP BOS
2.22 TEAM LEADER ARC
2.23 RAMP SUP PHL
2.23 OPS SUP CARGO MSP
2.23 CS SUP LGA
2.24 MRO LAS
2.24 RAMP SUP OAK
2.24 ASST STATION MGR PHX
2.25 OPS SUP SAN
2.25 CS SUP LAX
2.26 RAMP SUP PIT
2.26 STAFFING LEADER HRC
3.1 OPS SUP CARGO DEN
3.1 QUALITY CONTROL SUP DMX
3.1 MGR LINE MX TPA
3.1 OPS SUP CARGO DEN
3.3 CS SUP LGA
3.3 RAMP SUP MDW
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Management Job Postings
Non-HDQ
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2.2 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS FLEET
LEAD
Dec 10 - Mar 3
2.3 ASSOC MGR MKT CUST LOYALTY
12.10 REV/TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
EMAIL PROGRAM
CONSULTANT
2.3 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
12.11 MGR REV MGMT SOLUTIONS
SPECIALIST
12.15 ANALYST
2.3 MGR MARKETING-REPID
12.16 ONLINE ADVERTISING
REWARDS
SPECIALIST
2.3 ASST MGR SOURCE OF SUPPORT
12.17 SNR SYSTEM ENGINEER
2.4 SAP SPECIALIST-BENEFITS
12.17 SNR DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
2.4 PASS BUREAU REP
12.18 RETIREMENT BENEFITS
2.4 ADMIN ASST-ATTENDANCE &
SPECIALIST
LEAVE
12.18 MGR PRICING
2.4 MKT MGR-BRAND ENGAGEMENT
12.18 MKT MGR-ONLINE STRATEGY
2.5 SNR SYSTEM ENGINEER
12.18 TECH MGR
2.5 ANALYST-BUSINESS CONTINUITY
12.22 HEDGE ACCOUNTING ANALYST
& DISASTER RECOVERY
1.6 WEB PAGE DESIGNER-ONLINE MKT
2.5 ADMIN ASST
1.6 APPLICATION SUPPORT
2.8 SAP SECURITY SNR ANALYST
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
2.8 SAP SUPPORT ANALYST
1.6 SAP SPECIALIST-BENEFITS
2.8 TECH DOCS SUP
1.8 ASSOC MGR MKT ONLINE CUST
2.8 MGR SAP SUPPORT
EXPERIENCE
2.8 CULTURE AMBASSADOR
1.11 TAX ACCT
2.8 ASSOC MGR MKY ONLINE CUST
1.11 ASSOC MGR MKT CUST LOYALTY
EXPERIENCE
EMAIL PROGRAM
2.9 TECH WRITER
1.12 SUP A/C FIELD SERVICES
2.10 MGR ONLINE PRODUCTS
1.13 OPERATIONS SPECIALIST2.10 PLANNER-CAPACITY PLANNING
TECHNOLOGY ASSET MGMT
2.10 CULTURE AMBASSADOR
1.13 MGR FMLA COMPLIANCE
2.15 FLT OPS SPECIALIST EMPLOYEE
1.13 SNR ANALYST-ONLINE BUSINESS
RESOURCES
PERFORMANCE MKT
2.17 PURCHASING SNR ASSOC
1.13 CUST RELATIONS WRITING REP
2.19 SNR RAPID REWARDS
1.14 PASS BUREAU REP
MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT REP
1.15 DIRECTOR-SOUTHWEST.COM
2.22 PARALEGAL II-PART TIME
1.21 ASSOC MGR MKT ONLINE CUST
2.22 CURRICULUM DEVELOPER
EXPERIENCE
2.23 COORDINATOR, FINANCE
1.21 TECH MANAGER
2.26 TECH WRITER
1.22 SNR ANALYST FUTURE
3.1 FIN BUSINESS PROCESS CONSULT
SCHEDULES
3.1 RELIABILITY ANALYST
1.22 ONLINE AD SPECIALIST
3.1 WEB PAGE DESIGNER
1.22 CARGO MKT &
3.1 FINANCIAL BUSINESS PROCESS
COMMUNICATIONS MGR
CONSULTANT
1.22 APPLICATION SUPPORT
3.1 ADMIN ASST
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
3.2 QUALITY CONTROL SUP OF FIELD
1.22 SNR TAX ACCT
SERVICES
1.25 MGR FMLA COMPLIANCE
3.3 MX PAYROLL/OT CALL-OUT
1.25 STATISTICAL ANALYST
SPECIALIST
1.25 MGR SAFETY DATA
3.3 RETIREMENTS BENEFITS
INVESTIGATIONS
SPECIALIST
1.25 MGR SAFETY PROGRAMS
3.3 SNR SYSTEM ENGINEER
1.27 EXEC ASST
3.3 COORDINATOR, FINANCE
1.28 SNR MGR ADVERTISING
2.1 CUST RELATIONS TELE REP

“very difficult
economy”

Postings
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closed without them being served.
alternate district rep Ryan Notton moving from IND to PDX. I am
happy to report that he loves it there and is doing great. I am
required to have an alternate that lives in our district in case I
was to get sick,
die or go on
vacation for a long
period of time.
Brian Smith out of
MSY is who I
asked to take
Ryan’s place, and
he agreed to be
my alternate
district rep.
Brian has been
one of the reps in
MSY for years. He
has also been a
system board
player as well as
serving in the
alternate district rep position for previous district reps. I am sure
Brian will be a great asset to me in representing our district.
In closing, I would like to ask that you take the time to vote in
this election. Remember, they are the ones that represent you if
you file a grievance, and they will also be picking the negotiators
for your upcoming negotiations, as well as being involved in the
upcoming contract. Pretty important stuff!
m.waters@twu555.org

AFL-CIO Celebrates MLK Jr. & Labor
The National AFL-CIO celebrated Martin Luther King Jr. and
Labor this year in Greensboro, NC. Greensboro was chosen
because of the city’s history with the civil rights movement,
hence the theme “50th
Anniversary Greensboro Sitins: They Sat, So We Can
Stand”. Participating in the five
day event were hundreds of
people from numerous unions
across the country, including
TWU with over 50 members
from the various locals in
attendance. Representing
Local 555 were TWU member
and HOU ramp agent Curtis
Brown and myself. While we
were there we took part in
workshops, discussion panels,
Ralph Darnell
lectures and a community
Secretary/Treasurer
service project.
One of the highlights was a discussion panel that consisted of
members of the original Greensboro 4. The “Greensboro 4” was
four teenage African American college freshmen attending North
Carolina A&T State University. On February 1st, 1960 they
entered the local Woolworth’s store and sat at the lunch counter,
the “Whites Only” lunch counter. Not knowing what would
happen they sat there not being served, until it closed. They left
and returned the next day with a couple more students. They
took their seats at the counter and waited. Again, the counter
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Their numbers grew each day so that they eventually occupied
occupy every seat at the counter, from open to close. With
growing public support and sit-ins spreading to other area
businesses, the drug store chain relented and agreed to serve
everyone, as long as they were dressed appropriately and
behaved. To be able to listen to these teenagers who have
became men tell their story, to give us insight to their thoughts,
feelings and outcomes was truly inspiring to hear. Makes me
wonder, if faced with the same circumstance what would you or
I do?
We did a community service project with Welfare Reform
Liaison Project. They provide services to economically
disadvantaged families and individuals to help them work toward
being self-sufficient. We went to their warehouse where they
receive items for donation from other companies. The Men’s
Warehouse, for example, will send over pallets of clothing, in all
different sizes. Our team would break down the pallet, go
through the boxes and sort the clothing by size. Then we would
restack the pallets with clothing of just one size to be sent to
their distribution center. Some of the other items they receive
and distribute are personal care items, food, school supply
articles. They also provide mentoring and educational
assistance.
We ended the week by marching in the MLK parade that wound
its way through the neighborhoods of Greensboro. Along with
our contingent of marching bands, floats, service organizations
and TWU members, TWU’s new motor coach was right behind
us the whole way. It was an eye catching site and could not be
missed, especially when it sounded its very, very loud air horn.
(Remember I said it was right behind us.)
Census 2010—Do You Count?
Among the speakers we heard during MLK week was the
regional director for the U.S. Census Bureau. Most people hear
the word census and want nothing to do with it. They don’t want
to take the time to answer the questions or don’t really
understand what it is all about.
The U.S. Census is
taken every 10
years. If you don’t
get counted this
year your next
chance won’t be
until 2020. Census
numbers are used to
help ensure that
your community
receives its fair
share of political
representation and
government funding.
All information is
confidential and
violating it is a federal crime with penalties of up to $250,000.00
and five years in prison. The new census consists of 10
questions and takes just 10 minutes to complete. Additional
information can be found at www.2010census.gov. Please take
the time to fill out the questionnaire when you receive it in the
mail. Make sure you count…stand and be counted!
ralph.darnell@twu555.org
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Report from March WWC Conference

positions she has held and her struggles to move up.
Leadership of Texas is a program she attended and it helps
woman succeed in Texas and hold leadership roles. She had a
battle with breast cancer and shared her story with us.
Alison Christopher gave a presentation on “Healthy Eating &
Nutrition for Women”. Among her bits of advice were…

Angela Cox, Kimberly Gray & Margaret Sadler
TWU 555 Working Women’s Committee
Your TWU 555 Working Women’s Committee was fortunate
enough to attend this year’s first TWU Air Transport Division
Working Women’s Committee gathering the first two days of
March. The speakers were numerous. The amount of useful
information we came away with was priceless. Allow us to share
some of the things that stood out...
Guest Speaker Jennifer Chaco’n, Professor of Law at the
University of California, Irvine, made a presentation on human
trafficking. Professor Chaco’n stated that 80% of victims are
woman and children. We then watched a clip from a video
called “Dying to Leave”, explaining the danger of trafficking and
how woman and children get sold or held against their will for
labor or prostitution. The film showed scams involving money or
passports that would trick or scare people into these situations.
We also discussed laws that can protect these victims.
Professor Chaco’n is going to provide us with a list of
organizations that the women of the ATDWWC could volunteer
with to help victims of trafficking. She said that it is very rare to
get kidnapped in a foreign country, but that it can happen.
Next was Neil Durrance, Denton County Democratic
Party/Candidate for Congressman District 26, who did a
presentation on “Labor Support and Labor Issues: Returning
Government to the People.” Neil’s presentation showed that
from 1973 productivity has gone up and wages have dropped
dramatically. Also, he stated that CEOs make 240 times more
than their workers, on average, and that the US unemployment
rate just passed 10%. He explained some solutions to economy:
construct light and high-speed rail in TX, equalize tax structure
and keep American jobs in America, close big business
loopholes and help small businesses. He also showed ways to
increase teacher’s pay and increase education for students. By
displaying graphs on the importance of healthcare reform and
clean energy it
was clear to see
our country’s need.
We were then
treated with a
special lecture
from SWA’s Teresa
Laraba, Senior
Vice President of
Customer Service.
Teresa shared a
few words of
wisdom and spoke
about her career,
including different
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1. Get the most nutrition out of the calories you eat.
2. Make good choices out of the food you eat.
3. Be sure to eat in moderation.
4. You must work out in some way. Start small and build up a
more vigorous workout.
As women we need different nutrients throughout each stage of
our lives. Iron and calcium are both very important to women.
We need at least three servings of calcium a day. Vitamin D is
also important. Try to limit your soft drinks, candy, bread and
pastries. Alcohol should be limited to one per day. Heart disease
is the leading killer among women. Contributors to this are being
overweight, close blood relative with heart disease, smoking.
African American women are at a greater risk of stroke. A
healthy weight loss is a half to one pound per week. The best
workouts last from 30-60 minutes. Fruits and vegetables,
calcium and whole grain bread are good for you. Do not
combine your iron and calcium supplements together. Take one
in the morning and one in the evening. Check your labels on the
foods you buy. Also check out www.thenutritionsource.org.
Women do not have the same symptoms of a heart attack as
men. Be aware of your body talking to you. Be proactive when
you find yourself in an emergency room. Something else to
worry about is ovarian cancer. Ask for a CA125 blood test.
Next, was Linda Dill. Linda spoke about going to London to the
ITF Women’s Conference (International Trade Federation),
where 62 countries were represented. We need more volunteers
in our locals. We should educate our communities about our
unions. We must be bold with our members and hold them
accountable. Organizing is the life blood of a union.
Angi Tucker explained that at this conference everyone was split
into workshops. Always be cautious of your words when
discussing our union. Our government needs to make sure the
back line workers are just as important as the front line
members. As women we need to step up. Don’t expect it to be
handed to you. Work for it. You can go to www.itfglobal.org for
information on how to help workers in other countries organize
union.
Another guest speaker was Marilyn DeVoe, Vice President of
DFW Operations for American Airlines. Marilyn oversees the
largest and busiest of American Airlines hubs, which has more
than 500 daily departures and is where more than 12,000
employees work. She challenged us to dig within ourselves to
find what makes each of us happy and successful. Marilyn was
very interesting. She informed us of all the different jobs she
held. She started in finance and ended up at the airport on the
ticket counter. She also worked in management positions in
cargo and inflight. Before landing at DFW, she was the regional
managing director for the Caribbean operations. In her speech
to us, she reminded us our failures really make us who we are.
Recognize within yourself what it is you really want to do. Don’t
listen to friends. Our happiness is ours to control. What do we
need to get to where we want to be? Her father had a great
quote: “Find what you love to do and you will never work a day
in your life.”
Finally was our very own TWU 555 Leave Specialist Amye
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work. He struggles to snatch cardboard
off a recycling conveyor belt in Syracuse
while his supervisor chuckles that he’s
working on the slowest line in the
building. Almost on cue, O’Donnell
misses a big piece and completely jams
the machine, forcing everyone on an
early lunch break.
In Florida O’Donnell gets fired for the
first time in his life. His supervisor,
Walter, cans him after he repeatedly
fails to fill a trash bag with litter in less
than 10 minutes. Walter can fill two
bags of trash in that time — and he’s
been on dialysis for more than 20 years!

TWU 555 WWC attends the Spring conference of the TWU ATD
Working Women’s Committee
Thompson. Amye came to TWU Local 555 being highly
educated. She has received her Master of Business
Administration degree in Human Resources. Amye explained
how FMLA laws vary from state to state. She also explained
workers comp varies from state to state. Pay attention to your
bodies and report anything that happens in regards to an injury.
What may be small today may be bigger in a month or more.
Amye said she must always stay up to date with each state’s
laws concerning FMLA and workers comp. She has over 7,000
members to take care of. Everyone left with more knowledge
concerning FMLA.
TWU 555 Working Women’s Committee

Television Review -- TV’s ‘Undercover
Boss’ is Corporate Propaganda
The titans of industry aren’t satisfied that they burned our
economy to the ground and got nothing but a slap on the wrist
from Washington. They want us to like them, too.
“Undercover Boss,” which debuted on CBS after the Superbowl,
is a corporate charm offensive. For one week the CEO of a
major company goes “undercover,” performing a variety of jobs
at the bottom of the corporate ladder.
Over the course of an hour we discover that the CEO is really a
nice guy. We see just how ready top brass is to reward hardworking employees and to clean up problems on the front lines.
The first episode featured Larry O’Donnell, president of Waste
Management, the nation’s largest trash and recycling company.
Thousands of Waste Management workers are represented by
the Teamsters, but that, somehow, never quite gets mentioned.
Must have been an innocent oversight.
In fine superhero tradition, O’Donnell adopts an alter ego (that
sounds strangely like a porn star) — Randy Lawrence — and
spends a day each doing various jobs at Waste Management:
sorting recycling; picking up trash at a landfill; cleaning port-apotties in an amusement park; shadowing the manager of a
landfill; and riding shotgun on a residential garbage truck route.
You can’t help but enjoy O’Donnell’s ineptitude doing blue-collar
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And it wouldn’t be reality TV without an
over-the-top moment — in this case
O’Donnell vacuuming out the business
end of a port-a-potty. For dramatic
effect, the producers blur out images of
a dirty diaper that O’Donnell excavates
from one toilet.

We get a good laugh but the joke’s on us, because Larry
O’Donnell still goes home with a $3 million salary.
What is the viewer supposed to take from the show? CEOs are
good people with families. Workers are dedicated and
hardworking, and the suits in corporate can’t do what they do.
But, as out-of-touch as decision-makers are, when they find
problems they’ll fix them.
So “Undercover Boss” is really a sequel to the management
fads of the 1980s and 1990s — employee involvement and
team concept. Those programs told workers to “work smarter,
not harder,” and bosses everywhere promised to listen to
workers about
how to run the
company.
What we learned
from Corporate
America’s first
charm offensive
is that yes,
management
wanted workers’
ideas — so they
could use them
to institute
speed-up and
tighter
management
control as well
as to cut jobs.
Larry O’Donnell is just a tourist in the management-by-stress
workplace that his predecessors perfected over the last 30
years.
Here’s hoping that Waste Management workers set their sights
higher than a corporate pat on the head. After 30 years of
getting dumped on, U.S. workers have a right to be angry.
If a few of them break out the pitchforks and torches, that would
make for some great TV.
–By Mark Brenner, Director of Labor Notes.
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7,600 Continental Airlines
Workers Win Teamsters
Representation

Walt Disney Co. headquarters in
Burbank, Calif., in February, fighting to
keep their no-cost health plan.
Hundreds of supporters rallied to their
side, at one point blocking streets.

Beyond 555

A majority of Continental Airlines’ 7,600
fleet service workers at airports across the
country have voted to be represented by the
Teamsters.
The workers handle baggage and cargo, and
they perform other essential jobs, including
directing jets to the terminal gates. The union
has represented 3,600 mechanics at the air
carrier for the past 12 years.
“This is a great day for the Teamsters and for
the fleet service workers at Continental,”
Teamsters President James Hoffa said. “For far
too long, Continental’s fleet service workers
have gone without union representation, and
that is now over. We will work with the fleet
service workers to help them build a strong
union and we will negotiate a solid contract,
just like we have done for the Teamsterrepresented mechanics at Continental.”
The National Mediation Board, which
administered the election under the Railway
Labor Act, announced the results Feb. 12:
4,102 of the 7,603 eligible voters cast ballots
for the Teamsters.
The union launched its campaign in April,
2009. Various unions had attempted
unsuccessfully to represent the workers over
the past 13 years.
A Continental spokesman said the airline
respected the choice its workers had made.

Caesars Palace Card Dealers Continue
First Contract Fight
Two years after casino dealers at Las Vegas’s
Caesars Palace voted for union representation,
management continues to play hardball and
the workers still don’t have a contract
Not only is management proposing a list of
regressive new workplace rules, it is claiming a
right to dip into dealers’ tips.

a management memo about Caesars’ right to
divvy up dealers’ tips with other groups of
employees if a “competitive need” arose. The
dealers figure “competitive need” translates
into “cost-effective way to supplement
employees’ earnings.”
Tips can account for a majority of front-line
workers’ earnings.

AFGE Asks Union Election for
Transportation Security Officers

Four more fasters were set to begin their
hunger strike shortly after the first group left.

The American Federation of Government
Employees (AFGE) in late February formally
requested that the nation’s 41,000
Transportation Security Officers be allowed to
vote on union representation.

“We are never going to back off of our
demands and we will never accept yours. We
will fight for as long as it takes,” Kristi Richards,
a hotel cashier and Unite Here Local 11
member, told the Orange County Register.

AFGE backed up its request with a show of
support from more than 30 percent of the
officers. Some 13,000 Transportation Security
Administration workers are members of the
union even though they aren’t allowed to
bargain collectively, thanks to a decision by
President Bush in 2003.
Federal border guards, immigration and
customs and Federal Protective Service
employees do have collective bargaining
rights, however.
Speaking at a rally supporting the election
demand, AFGE President John Gage
addressed arguments by Congressional
conservatives that allowing TSOs to have a
union contract would endanger national
security. He pointed to union members who
have acted heroically when national security
was threatened, such as the first responders to
the Sept. 11, 2001 bombings and the police
officers who shot a gunman who killed 13
people at Fort Hood, Texas.

Both sides have filed complaints with the
National Labor Relations Board, charging the
other had failed to bargain properly.

Declared Gage: “The national security
argument is an insult to AFGE, the AFL-CIO
and every union member. Don’t tell me that
being in the union movement doesn’t do
anything but good for national security.”

“They never intended to negotiate,” Transport
Workers Union Gaming Director Joe Carbon
told the Las Vegas Sun.

“The threat that air travelers face is from
terrorists, not unions,” added representative
Nita Lowey, (D, NY)

“They never considered our very few
proposals. They want to shove this down
dealers’ throats as punishment for joining a
union. And they’re getting away with it.”

Other speakers at the rally included
Communications Workers of America President
Larry Cohen, Flight Attendants-CWA President
Patricia Friend, National Air Traffic Controllers
Association President Paul Rinaldi, Letter
Carriers Vice President George Mignosi,
Transport Workers Executive Vice President
Harry Lombardo, and Machinists Vice
President Robert Roach.

Among other things, Caesars’ proposed
contract says that dealers aren’t subject to
grievance and arbitration procedures. Instead,
“if the dealers don’t do their jobs or break the
rules,” they would be subject to discipline or
termination at the “complete discretion” of
management.
Most distressing for dealers was a statement in

The first group of eight hunger strikers ended
their week-long fast by eating bread and juice
given by John Wilhelm, the international
president of Unite Here. Before blocking the
streets, the fasters were pushed in wheelchairs
into the Grand Californian lobby to confront a
Disney official.

Hunger Strikers Protest Disney
Contract Demands
Union members were staging hunger strikes at

Abusive Conditions Found in Plant
Making NFL Jerseys
Workers in an El Salvador clothing factory are
being paid about 10 cents apiece for every
Peyton Manning jersey sold in the U.S. for $80,
according to a new report by the National
Labor Committee (NLC).
Conditions at the plant are as bad as the pay,
workers there say. One worker told the group:
“When we were making these jerseys we didn’t
even have time to go to the bathroom, nor to
drink water. Sometimes we didn’t even leave
for our breaks so as not to lose time and fall
behind in the work. The factory is very hot,
despite the fans. By afternoon we are
exhausted and tired.”
The report also says cameras were placed
throughout the plant, including by the
bathrooms.
The abuse of some 550 workers at the Chi Fun
factory has been going on for four years,
according to the NLC.
Reebok, which has an exclusive deal with the
National Football League to manufacture the
jerseys and other gear, disputed the claims in
the NLC report and says it regularly conducts
inspections and audits of the plant to monitor
the working conditions.
According to the NLC, however, workers are
threatened with dismissal or a complete factory
shutdown if they speak out during the
inspections.
In addition, the auditors spend more time and
attention on the quality of the garments than on
factory conditions. During the audits,
production goals are drastically cut back, the
pace of production slows down and there is no
forced overtime. But the short reprieve is a
mixed blessing since when the auditors depart,
the supervisors start yelling and urge the
workers to “work faster to replace the time lost
because of the auditors visit.”
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